Ocean surface heat fluxes play a significant role in the genesis and evolution of various 8 marine-based atmospheric phenomena, from the synoptic scale down to the microscale. While in-9 situ measurements from buoys and flux towers will continue to be the standard in regards to surface 10 heat flux estimates, they commonly have significant gaps in temporal and spatial coverage. Previous 11 and current satellite missions have filled these gaps; though they may not observe the fluxes directly, 12 they can measure the variables needed (wind speed, temperature, and humidity) to estimate latent 13 42 Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: exchange coefficients of moisture and sensible heat [unitless]; U is the magnitude of the surface wind 43 speed [m s -1 ], Ts and qs are temperature [K] and specific humidity [kg kg -1 ], respectively, at the surface,
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Every CYGNSS observatory is able to observe up to four simultaneous specular points per 93 second (32 specular points per second for the entire constellation). The scattering map from the 94 reflected GPS signal around the specular point has coordinates of code chip delay and Doppler shift, 95 and as such is referred to as a Delay Doppler Map (DDM). In order to estimate the surface wind 96 speeds, the average reflected power around the specular point (DDM average; DDMA) and the slope 97 of the DDM waveform in timed delay coordinates (Leading Edge Slope; LES) are used separately.
98
The DDMA and LES winds are then optimally combined using a Minimum Variance (MV) estimator 99 to produce a single best-estimate wind speed product [13, 15] . Time averaging is applied to 100 consecutive samples (DDMs) in order to produce a consistent 25 km spatial resolution for each data 101 product; the number of samples used depends on the incidence angle of the specular point.
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This wind speed estimate assumes that the sea state is in equilibrium with the wind speed, 103 formally referred to as "fully developed seas" (FDS). Though these wind estimates are reliable most of 104 the time throughout the tropical and subtropical oceans, they can often be inaccurate at higher wind 105 speeds and in rapidly developing storm systems. Therefore, an alternative wind speed product, "young 106 seas with limited fetch" (YSLF) is produced and designed to capture the sea state when it is not in 107 equilibrium with the local wind. In the YSLF product, the CYGNSS LES and DDMA data are matched 108 with observations from the Stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer (SFMR) onboard the NOAA P-109 3 Hurricane Hunters at high wind speeds, typically within tropical cyclones. Under YSLF, DDMA-110 based wind alone is used, as it has greater sensitivity at higher wind speeds. Additionally, unlike the 111 FDS wind speeds, time averaging is not applied to consecutive samples in order to retain the highest 112 possible horizontal spatial resolution in high wind situations [16] . As one will see in Section 3, however, 113 this does result in noisier data compared to the FDS wind speed estimates.
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The CYGNSS L2 retrieval algorithm produces both the FDS and YSLF wind speed products for 115 the entire mission. Since it does not switch between the products when transitioning between steady 116 winds and winds in rapidly developing systems, it is therefore up to the user to decide when it is best 117 to use the FDS winds and when to use the YSLF winds. To be consistent with the standard CYGNSS L2 118 products, the inaugural version of the CYGNSS Surface Heat Flux Product also estimates LHF and SHF 119 using both the FDS wind speeds and the YSLF wind speeds separately. It is suggested that the FDS 120 version of wind speeds and fluxes be used across most of the globe, and to only use the YSLF versions 121 for high wind and rapidly developing systems where the ocean state most likely does not match the 122 wind speed.
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MERRA-2 Reanalysis Data
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The bulk flux algorithm (which will be discussed in the next section) requires inputs of sea 125 surface and near surface thermodynamic variables. These variables, as seen in Equations 1-2, include 126 sea surface temperature (Ts) and specific humidity (qs), near surface air temperature (Ta) and specific 127 humidity (qa), along with surface air pressure (p) in order to estimate air density (ρ) via the equation 128 of state. Given the CYGNSS only provides the wind speeds (U), which is also used to estimate the 129 drag coefficients (CD), another source is needed for these variables. For the initial version of the 
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In September 2018, Hurricane Florence made landfall along the North Carolina shore, but after 218 landfall, its center of circulation moved to the southwest along the coast, causing heavy rainfall and 219 major coastal flooding in the area. As post-landfall Florence travelled along the North Carolina coast,
220
CYGNSS was able to observe the cyclone and estimate its associated surface heat fluxes. Around 221 18:00 UTC on 14 September, LHF observations from both FDS and YSLF products exceeded 300 W/m 2 222 ( Fig. 3a-3b ), though SHF observations hardly exceeded 30 W/m 2 (Fig. 3c-3d ). While there were latent the estimates from the buoys, though there is a discrepancy at lower values (as seen in Fig. 7 ).
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However, as the surface heat fluxes increase, there is greater scatter and disagreement between 
